




Afsaneh Cooper
In this email from Maureen Omond the owner of 62 Calley had put his claim for half of the fence in my cost and full payment of himself for retaining component of the Colorbond aluminium fence. This is confessing that he added sand to my retaining wall 1986 after his house was built after 1987. However claiming that his fault cost is only $1210 is silly. The verbal quote of one experienced limestone retaining builder at the phone was $1700 just labour cost and perhaps same for materials. This is to remove the 1986 retaining wall and rebuild it to reach to the height of sand that owner has added above my 1986 retaining wall as my house was built sooner in 1986. Surveyor has charged me for surfaces measurement and I am still trying to get quote from fance maker 2 who visited the site on 20/6/2020. Finding 50 structural engineers who are qualified and experienced must be through IEAust in Perth, this has taken three days research for me still there is no contyact details, that as to be searched using the names in google or linkedin. It requires a lot of work for me as that owner 62 Calley has rented his house to 5 tenants at all the time and the tenants are alloed to sublet as well. Maureen Omond in her latest email to me has written any writting hand written letter to their tenants left in the letter box of 62 Calley [the tenants are told by her not to open their door or talk to me] is harrasment. I removed all 17.4 panels which were broken from the ground and left them on side yard of 62 Calley I was the only one who cared about ence and my emails and letters to owner of 62 Calley, his real estate 5 agents and real estate owner Rick, their tenants [Sam, Mathew, Rebecca, engineer friend  of Mathew, an asian 22 years old girl] none were responded until 25/5/2020 which I received by registered posted letter on 27/5/2020. Maureen Omond has lied twice to me and to my fence maker 1 Wyne Rawlings. I could not trust her. Rick the owner of real estate hung up the phone twice on me when I followed up the email I sent through his 5 agents to that owner. City of Melville only had pobox of realty one real estate as address of that owner of 62 Calley. So the cause for late processing of the repaired needed fence was Owner of 62 Calley. He also sent 6 quote to Cameron Smith for this fence not to me, he has only used my fence maker 1 quote and foges that quote while the Dividing Fence Act states he should get two quotes and send to me. He is at fault. His wife who came to my house after second part of fence collapsed on 5/5/2020 late evening disagreed to talk about the damage at dividing fence line stated she would take me to court if i do not accept everything she says. 




